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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On September 4, 2013, the above-captioned claim was heard in Mountain Home,

Arkansas.  A prehearing conference took place on July 8, 2013.  A prehearing order

entered on that date pursuant to the conference was admitted without objection as

Commission Exhibit 1.  At the hearing, the parties confirmed that the stipulations, issues,

and respective contentions, as amended, were properly set forth in the order.
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Stipulations

At the hearing, the parties discussed the stipulations set forth in Commission Exhibit

1.  The fourth stipulation was amended at the hearing, and two additional ones were

reached there.  This resulted in the following 13 stipulations, which I accept:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The employee/employer/carrier relationship existed at all relevant times,

including July 15, 2005.

3. Claimant sustained compensable injuries to his groin and abdomen.

4. Claimant reached maximum medical improvement and the end of his healing

period on October 15, 2011.

5. Claimant’s average weekly wage entitled him to compensation rates of

$187.00/$154.00.

6. Claimant suffered complications due to his hernia surgery, which

Respondents No. 1 agreed were compensable and paid related medical

benefits.

7. The last date Claimant worked was July 18, 2005.

8. Claimant had surgery on July 28, 2005, and on March 14, 2006, both as a

result of his compensable hernia.

9. On December 9, 2009, Claimant had surgery (right groin exploration),

removal of previous mesh, and trisection of ilioinguinal nerve and repair of

right inguinal hernia with Stattice Mesh.
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10. Claimant had his right testicle removed on June 8, 2010, due to

complications from his surgery in December of 2009.  Respondents No. 1

paid out an impairment rating to him for the removal of his right testicle equal

to 53 weeks.

11. Temporary total and medical benefits were paid as was an anatomical

impairment rating.

12. Respondents No. 1 have controverted Claimant’s entitlement to additional

indemnity benefits.

13. Claimant underwent another hernia surgery on July 25, 2011

Issues

At the hearing, the parties discussed the issues set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.

The issue concerning the end of Claimant’s healing period was rendered moot by the

amendment of the fourth stipulation.  However, issue were added at the hearing

concerning Claimant’s entitlement to additional medical treatment and impairment rating(s).

The following were litigated:

1. Whether the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act is constitutional.

2. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment.

3. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional temporary total disability benefits.

4. Whether Claimant is entitled to an impairment rating(s) and permanent

partial disability benefits pursuant thereto.

5. Whether Claimant is permanently and totally disabled.

6. Whether Claimant is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.

All other issues have been reserved.
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Contentions

With an additional contention made by Claimant at the hearing, the respective

contentions of the parties now read:

Claimant:

1. Claimant contends that as a result of his compensable injury, he has been

rendered permanently and totally disabled.

2. Prior to his injury, the claimant was working full time.  Since his injury, he has

declined in his ability to perform his daily activities or to meet the physical

requirements to maintain employment.

3. The claimant contends that he is entitled to permanent and total disability

benefits or, in the alternative, wage loss.

4. Claimant contends that he is seeking temporary total disability benefits from

the date of injury until he reached the end of his healing period, October 15,

2011.

Respondents No. 1:

1. Respondents contend that the claimant is not permanently totally disabled

and will defer to the Commission with respect to a determination of wage

loss, if any.

Respondent No. 2:

1. If the claimant is found to be permanently and totally disabled, the Trust

Fund stands ready to commence weekly benefits in compliance with Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-502 (Repl. 2012).  Therefore, the Trust Fund has not

controverted the claimant’s entitlement to benefits.
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1. The Death and Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund will state its remaining

contentions upon completion of discovery.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After reviewing the record as a whole, including medical reports, deposition

testimony, documents, and other matters properly before the Commission, and having had

an opportunity to hear the testimony of the hearing witnesses and to observe their

demeanor, I hereby make the following findings of fact and conclusions of law in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704 (Repl. 2012):

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations set forth above are reasonable and are hereby accepted.

3. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act is constitutional; Claimant’s

motion to recuse is hereby denied.

4. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that pain

management, along with his Gabapentin and Cymbalta prescriptions, are

reasonable and necessary for the treatment of his compensable injuries.

5. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is entitled

to temporary total disability benefits from July 19, 2005 until October 15,

2011.

6. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is

entitled to an impairment rating in connection with his compensable injuries

other than the rating for the removal of his right testicle–which has already

been assigned and accepted.
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7. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is

permanently and totally disabled.

8. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that his attorney

is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee on the temporary total and

permanent total disability benefits awarded herein pursuant to Ark. Code

Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 2012), which is the responsibility of Respondents No.

1.

CASE IN CHIEF

Summary of Evidence

The witnesses at the hearing were Claimant and his friend Brenda Browning.

Along with the prehearing order discussed above, the exhibits admitted into

evidence in this case consist of the following:  Commission Exhibit 2, a letter from

Claimant’s counsel to the Commission dated August 21, 2013, consisting of two pages;

Claimant’s Exhibit 1, his August 26, 2013 motion to recuse, brief in support thereof, and

attached documentation, consisting of 394 pages (per Commission policy, this exhibit,

separately bound, has been retained in the Commission’s files); Claimant’s Exhibit 2,

correspondence pertaining to his constitutional issue, consisting of one index page and six

numbered pages thereafter; Claimant’s Exhibit 3, a compilation of his medical records,

consisting of five index pages and 245 numbered pages thereafter; Joint Exhibit 1, the

transcript of the deposition of Dr. John Cone taken January 14, 2013, consisting of 27
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1Per Commission policy, Joint Exhibits 1-2, separately bound, have been
retained in the Commission file.

transcribed pages and 273 pages of exhibits;1 and Joint Exhibit 2, the transcript of the

deposition of Claimant taken October 26, 2010, consisting of 40 numbered pages.

Testimony

Michael McDonald.  Claimant, who is 51 years old, obtained his graduate

equivalency degree and is three classes short of receiving his Associate of Arts degree.

From 1976 until 1995, he worked as an automobile mechanic.  This progressed from basic

car repair in a gas station setting to transmissions, engines, electrical and interior work for

dealerships.  For three years thereafter, he performed odd jobs, including the building of

computers.  During that period, he worked at times in computer sales.  Asked about his

sales prowess, he responded, “I was getting better.”  In 1998 to 2003, he went to Orange

Grove College in Costa Mesa, California.  He switched majors multiple times and was

prevented from completing his degree because of a hand injury.

Claimant was employed during the relevant period in the shipping and receiving

department of Respondent Micro Plastics, Inc. (“Micro Plastics”).  He described his job as

follows:

That entailed counting out, I would get a piece of paper with an order.  And
I’d have a scale on my desk–and, when I first started there, though, I was
pulling parts.  You know, put them on the conveyor belts where the people
that did the shipping and receiving part, I was just the puller.  But then, I got
trained to be the guy that does the counting, actually counts out the pieces
and weighs the boxes and packages everything up, pallets, 12 by 12 boxes,
16 by 16 boxes, depending on the orders.

He described the job as a “very physical” one, with lifting requirements of up to 100 pounds

for boxes of wire ties.
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Asked about the incident at issue, which took place on July 15, 2005, he related:

Your Honor, I went to work the day of July 15th, a normal day, I did shipping
and receiving and the way that everything is set up at Micro Plastics you get,
you’ve got the workers working in an area like this and the benches, and you
have a conveyor belt that comes down, it’s a roller.  And so the pullers pull
the stuff and they put the items on the said roller.  We go over there and
we’re supposed to grab the first boxes in line.  It could be a box that weighs
three ounces or 10 pounds or a hundred pounds, we do not know until we
get the box and the order, we’re supposed to pick the boxes up, bring it back
to our work station, make our orders, and fill the orders for the client.  Upon
going to the work station to pick up off the roller my box, I was hit by an
individual and I twisted and subsequently hurt myself.

Claimant stated that as he was twisting to head back to his work station, he was struck by

another employee and as a result, he dropped the box he had been retrieving–which

weighed around 100 pounds and contained wire ties.  He dropped the box and immediately

felt pain in the “right inguinal area, low groin, across the belly button, and in the back.”

He was diagnosed with an inguinal hernia.  While surgery was pending, Claimant

was placed on light duty and worked at a able.  During this period, the hernia became

strangulated.  Dr. William Ford performed the hernia repair.  However, he thereafter felt

severe testicular discomfort and ultimately had to undergo a second surgical procedure in

California.  According to Claimant, the second surgery disclosed the problem with the first:

The first surgery what I was informed of they opened me up, found the
inguinal harness was pierced, which was a suture running through the
inguinal harness and it was tied to the mesh, there was also a suture that
was tied to the harness to the mesh, so that’s what was initially causing my
pain and that’s what was doing the testicle bind.

But Claimant still was experiencing severe pain–to the extent that he could not sit or stand

without having to lean forward.  For several months, Claimant suffered with this condition,

and was not treated surgically because Respondents No. 1 could not find any provider

willing to treat him.  Ultimately, because of financial constraints, Claimant returned from
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California to Arkansas.  He located a surgeon, Dr. John Cone, on his own, and

Respondents No. 1 authorized the treatment.  Claimant described the operation as follows:

So upon opening me up, [Cone] noticed my inguinal harness was wrapped
inside the mesh inside my body.  The mesh was no longer fused and my
body was rolled up in a ball.  My inguinal harness was inside that, my veins
to my testicle were also adhered to the mesh.  So I was losing blood flow to
the testicle.  He tried to repair the testicle, get blood flow to the testicle, and
save the said teste, and to free the nerve and close me up for that day.

Unfortunately, within 24 hours, Claimant ended up in the emergency room.  His testicle

was “swollen to the size of a pear.”  After allowing for time for the swelling to subside,

Claimant underwent a fourth surgical procedure:

They opened me up and they removed the testicle and they, I’m pretty sure
at that time cut the inguinal hernia to see if that would cure, so they took
everything back out of me, they put in mesh, they put in pig’s gut inside of
me to try and secure the area, remove the testicle, and sewed me back
together.

Later, in July 2011, Claimant had to undergo a fifth procedure, to reposition his bladder.

Yet despite all of these operations, he stated that his problems have not been fixed.

He described his symptoms:

I have the stabbing pain on the side, it is very uncomfortable for me as a
normal person to sit in the chair, to stand for prolonged periods of time, any
kind of twisting just normal movements, it varies to where if I pick up a loaf
of bread somedays it triggers the nerve on my hip, which causes the pain,
which slowly climbs up the spine in the back.  It can be something as simple
as a loaf of bread or a twist to meet somebody to greet somebody.  I have
issues to where it flares up I, it takes, the way the pain’s intense enough to
where it hurts the legs, I end up with migraines from it, it just, it escalates
through the time and it affects my, the way I sleep, I cannot sleep certain
positions, the pain gets overwhelming and I’m awake every two hours, so
then I’m always sleep deprived and I have to make up for it sometimes
during the next day.

Claimant has not been pain-free since the first surgery.  The nerve on his hip

aggravates him.  His pain averages 6/10 to 7/10.  Claimant estimated that he has about
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10 “good days” each month.  On such days, when his pain is 4/10, he is “able to keep up”

and do things such as prepare his meals.  He is productive for about two hours on such

days, but only for 30 minutes at a time.  On such days, he does not take a shower because

the bending and twisting movements it requires aggravates his condition–as does

prolonged sitting and standing.  On a “bad day,” however, Claimant lies on the bathroom

floor because the coolness of the tile helps with his migraines and nausea.  He is unable

to do anything productive on such days.  At most, he is productive for 30 minutes on these

days.  In his opinion, his condition is deteriorating.  The “bad” episodes are happening

more often.  He related that if he engages in a repetitive task, such as vacuuming, too long,

it aggravates the nerve in his hip and triggers a migraine.  Such headaches occur about

10 days a month.  Bending over triggers his nerve symptoms.

Recently, Claimant was approved for Social Security disability–on his second

application.  He gets by with the help of friends who clean and move things for him.  When

the subject turned to benefits that Respondents No. 1 have paid, the following exchange

took place:

Q. Did you continue to get benefits from workers’ comp for some period
of time?

A. I got paid, you know, the rating that we had discussed, and it came
and turned off on October 12, 2008.  They did pay for my surgery,
those two surgeries, and the rating.  That was it.

Q. Did they pay you anything for the hernia back when it originally
occurred?

A. The original they did.

Q. Until when?
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A. They paid me until I went back to work for that couple of weeks and
then went back to California.  And then when I went to California, I did
not receive benefits until December of that year and they gave me
once I had the surgery back to December of ‘08.  And they kept
paying me until October of ‘08 and then everything stopped.

Q. Have you received anything since October of ‘08?

A. Not in disability payments.

Q. Workers’ comp?

A. Workers’ comp disability payments, no.

Q. Just the medical?

A. Just the medical.

However, Claimant stated that Respondents No. 1 are not paying for his medication.

He takes Gabapentin and Cymbalta.  His testimony was that he has not seen a doctor for

his work-related condition since February 2012.  Asked why, Claimant responded that he

was unsure of the reason.  He stated, however:  “I cannot find a doctor to treat me.  I lost

Dr. [Richard] Burnett during this time.”  Claimant elaborated that during hospitalization for

an unrelated manner, he missed some appointments and Burnett’s office informed him that

the doctor would no longer be seeing him.  He testified that Respondents No. 1 have not

furnished him another doctor; but he clarified that he has had no communication with them.

Claimant added:

I am not getting any kind of pain medicine.  I am waiting to see, it works
different where I am now, I have to go through pain management to get any
kind of narcotics your primary care does not prescribe unlike Dr. Burnett
here.

He was scheduled to see a pain management physician shortly after the hearing, and he

asked that this treatment be covered.  The referral came from his primary care physician,
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who he stated “is writing my pain medicine.”  Claimant asserted that the pain is causing

him to have memory problems.

Claimant does not believe that he is capable of returning to work.  He attributes this

inability to complications from his hernia.  His activities have been severely curtailed:

I bowled regularly, I was on a bowling league, I played and taught volleyball,
and I did that three/four times a week.  I was out socially, went to movies, I
visited other people; since then, I have become pretty much a homebody.
Everything requires planning.  If I have to go to the doctor to see a doctor,
say, Dr. Burnett on Tuesday, I have to shower Monday in order to make it to
him Tuesday because if I do it Monday morning or Tuesday morning, I will
not make it to his office.

He has not worked anywhere since being injured in 2005; and he has not even applied for

a job during that period.  Asked about returning to computers, Claimant stated that he can

no longer build them because “[m]y hands and my legs become weak from the pain and

I can’t get the said screw into the hole.”  He described his previous computer sales job as

follows:

That started of as shipping and receiving when I started and then I moved
into sales and I did cold-call sales to get clients to sell them networking
products, peripherals, Category 5 wires, leads to putting stuff in, set up
business.

As for why he believes he cannot go back to this line of work, he stated:

It’s the prolonged sitting in front of an area.  What happens is the pain
becomes so intense that I lose my ability to do what’s in front of me.  I cannot
write from the pain, my hand, my writing becomes so shaky I can’t even read
my own writing sometimes.  I get up and it takes everything I have to go
douse myself with water and then come back.  I cannot sit in front of
something and do something.  I’m constantly having to relocate from what
I’m doing, just get up, walk, stand, sit again, re-lay down, and then the pain
becomes overwhelming to where I have to take that nap.  I have to medicate
myself to function.
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He foresees no improvement in his condition.  Claimant owns an automobile and still

drives–but only when he cannot obtain a ride.

In his testimony, Claimant stated that his ability to return to a job would also be

hampered by his inability to sit or stand for any significant length of time.  He estimated that

he can sit or stand no more than one hour before needing a prolonged break.  Dr. Cone

did not impose any lifting restrictions on him, and he does not recall if any other physician

did so.

Brenda Browning.  Browning, who has performed hospice work in the past, testified

that she is friends with Claimant and has known him since 2008.  She has daily contact

with him by phone and in-person contact four to five times a week.  Browning stated that

since she has known him, his condition has “go[ne] down quite a bit actually.”  He is unable

to perform any lifting, in her assessment.  Asked why, she responded:  “Even just a small

box or anything can put him into a migraine.”  She lives about five miles away from him,

and regularly has to care for him when he is suffering from a migraine episode.  Browning

generally serves as his driver because when he engages in extensive driving “it’s put him

down two or three days afterwards . . . .”  When she has accompanied him as he has

driven, he has to stop every 30 minutes. Her testimony was that Claimant generally only

leaves his apartment to go to the doctor.  She runs his errands for him, and related that

when she has not seen him in awhile, it appears that nothing in his apartment has been

done.  Asked if she believed Claimant could work anywhere eight hours a day, five days

a week, she responded:  “There’s just no way, I just don’t, I do not see that.  And I’ve

actually owned business [sic] of my own, so I wouldn’t hire Mike.”  She elaborated:  “He

wouldn’t be dependable, you know, a person who owns a business need people who are
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going to be dependable and be there and be able to do the tasks at hand and Mike’s not

able to do that.”

John Cone, M.D.  Dr. Cone was deposed on January 14, 2013, and the transcript

thereof, plus exhibits, was admitted as Joint Exhibits 1.  He reviewed Claimant’s Exhibit 1

(which was also made an exhibit to the deposition).  It reflects that Dr. Ford operated on

Claimant, performing a right inguinal hernia repair with Marlex mesh and plug.  Later on,

he was operated on by Dr. Harvey Green to repair an umbilical hernia and an entrapped

nerve in the right groin.  Thereafter, Claimant came under the care of Dr. Cone.

On November 19, 2009, Cone first saw Claimant.  This was after Claimant had seen

one of Cone’s colleagues and had been referred for pain management.  Dr. Cone operated

on him on December 14, 2009.  He described what he found:

A lot of scar tissue.  It was very difficult to identify exactly what was what.
The mesh that was in there was somewhat balled up.  It looked like it had
come loose from its attachments . . . [t]here is an association between
displaced mesh and pain, but it is not a direct cause-and-effect relationship.
So what we did was just take out all of the old mesh that we could find and
get loose, and completely remove the section of ilioinguinal nerve, since it
had been injured previously and trying to repair it had not helped, so we just
took the whole section of nerve out, along with the displaced mesh, which left
essentially a hernia defect, a big weak spot in the right groin, that we
repaired . . . [w]e replaced it with a biologic mesh, specifically one call
Strattice.

Dr. Cone related what happened next in Claimant’s care:

After that surgery, we got significant relief of his neuropathic-type pain, I
won’t say it all went away but it was significantly better.  Unfortunately, we
traded that for pain in his right testicle.  I think that pain in his right testicle
was because, in the course of digging it out of all that scar tissue, we
damaged his blood supply.  So then it became chronically painful after the
surgery.  So much so, in fact, that we went back and took it out.  We just
removed his right testicle.  He knew going in that that was a risk of trying to
remove all this mesh and scar tissue, and I thought for a while we got away
without it, but we didn’t.
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That surgery, which took place on June 8, 2010, did not show that Claimant’s umbilical

hernia had returned.  Dr. Cone related that the fifth surgery for Claimant–and the third that

he performed–occurred on July 25, 2011:

The reason for that surgery is that the repairs that we did that we just talked
about evidently pulled loose from where the mesh was attached to his
abdominal wall, and then what that did was allow a portion of his bladder to
herniate through the abdominal wall, a very small portion but enough that
pinched and was painful to him . . . We did what was called a preperitoneal
hernia repair.  His right groin was so used up, so scarred or whatever you
want to call it, that trying to do a conventional standard hernia repair, I didn’t
think there would be anything left to work with.  The mesh that I had sewn in
previously had already pulled loose, and I had no reason to believe another
piece would not do the same thing.  So we basically bypassed his groin,
bypassed the area where a hernia repair normally takes place, and went in
and repaired this from the back side . . . We began the operation by going
over to the midline of the abdomen, going between the rectus muscles, and
putting the mesh behind the muscles of the abdominal wall, but not inside
the abdominal cavity as well . . . We could put in a lot larger piece of mesh
that way and overlap all the areas where the previously placed mesh might
pull loose.

Following this last surgery, Claimant developed a superficial wound infection.  The

doctor stated that because so many incisions had been made in the area in question, the

tissue becomes damaged and does not heal as well as it normally would.  Part of its blood

supply is lost with each successive operation.

Cone opined that up until the time that Claimant saw him, he was not working

because of pain that “resulted from the hernia and the surgery for the hernia.”  In turn, the

surgeries that Dr. Cone performed were done in an effort to relieve this pain and correct

damage that had occurred as a result of the previous operations.  But the doctor added

that “it is very difficult for me to verify that he is really in pain.”  He elaborated:

Well, the only anatomical evidence to begin with was what Dr. Green found,
which was the sutures encompassing and going through the nerve.  That’s
the most objective evidence that we have.  Everything from that point, it’s
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hard to say what caused, what started the sequence, or what was the actual
cause of the pain.

Nonetheless, Cone opined that Claimant was in pain.

The doctor testified that Claimant never reached maximum medical improvement

the entire time he saw him.  When he last saw Claimant, in September 2011, he was still

recovering from a wound infection.  He estimated that Claimant achieved maximum

medical improvement around October 15, 2011.  But he added that Claimant “will continue

to have chronic pain.”

Dr. Cone was furnished with pages 247 and 248 of the AMERICAN MEDICAL

ASSOCIATION, GUIDES TO THE EVALUATION OF PERMANENT IMPAIRMENT (4th ed. 1993)

(hereinafter “AMA Guides”), which pertain to the rating of hernias.  But he stated that he

could not assign a rating under this, testifying:  “The question I have for you gentlemen is,

this talks about hernias, at this point he doesn’t have a hernia, as far as I know, so how do

we reconcile that?  What he has is pain.”  He stated:  “I’m not sure that this guide listed for

hernias specifically is applicable to Mr. McDonald . . . [l]ike I said, he doesn’t currently, to

my knowledge, have a hernia.”

Turning to the question of Claimant’s ability to return to the workforce, the doctor

was asked whether Claimant could work at the Sedentary level.  He responded:

A lot of the answer to that question would depend on how he has progressed
since September of last year [when he last saw him].  Keep in mind that
when I saw him then he was only about a month following his surgery . . . I
would anticipate some further improvement beyond that point, but I don’t
know how much.

The following exchange took place:

Q. So based upon what you observed last, you don’t think he would have
been able to work when–
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A. If he did not improve any further after September, then no, I don’t
think he would be able to work.

As for Claimant’s need for pain management, Cone stated that “I think potentially

that might be a big help.  Sometimes it is and sometimes it isn’t, but I think it ought to be

tried.”

Exhibits

The medical records of Claimant that are in evidence, and which are contained in

Claimant’s Exhibit 3 and Joint Exhibit 1, are as outlined in the testimony above.

Sara Moore, MS, CRC, CLCP, conduction a vocational evaluation of Claimant on

April 14, 2011.  Her February 21, 2012 report reads in pertinent part:

Current Status/Medications:  Mr. McDonald continues to have significant
problems with abdominal pain which radiates into his back and migraine
headaches.  He reports that his pain is exacerbated by even limited activity.
With medication and limited exertion, his pain is at a level 4/10.  It increases
to 8/10 with increased activity.  He experiences high levels of fatigue due to
his pain and has developed symptoms of depression.  Current medications
related to his injuries include:

! Vicodin–10/500 mg.–every 6 hours as needed for pain
! Flexeril–10 mg.–1-2 times a day as needed for muscle spasms
! Gabapentin (Neurontin)–600 mg.-4 times a day for pain
! Cymbalta–30 mg.–one time a day for depression
! Zofran–4 mg.-every 4-6 hours as needed for pain

Mr. McDonald is independent in basic self-care activities such as bathing and
grooming.  He does his own laundry, performs simple basic housekeeping
chores, and prepares simple meals out of necessity.  He is able to complete
these activities by pacing himself, performing them for only short periods at
a time with frequent rest breaks.

Residual Functional Capacity:  A Functional Capacity Evaluation was
completed on 04/15/07.  The evaluation was performed over two session[s],
five days apart.  Mr. McDonald reported that the evaluation was stopped the
first day because of his high pain level.  Records reflect that he started the
testing with a pain level 5/10.  The pain increased to 7/10 after the material
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handling portion of the test and 8/10 with standing for fifteen minutes.  He
also reported significant pain with sitting for fifteen minutes.  Test results
indicated that Mr. McDonald could perform work at the light material
handling level with limitations in sitting, standing, walking, twisting, and
bending.  Sitting and standing were limited to fifteen minutes at a time and
walking was limited to three hours or less per day.  (Emphasis added)

Mr. McDonald reports that he can only sit, stand, or walk for short periods of
time due to exacerbation of pain with these activities.  To reduce the pain, he
must lie down or sit in a reclined position frequently throughout the day.

Vocational Analysis:  I do not believe Mr. McDonald can sustain
competitive employment due to his limitations in sitting, standing, and
walking; the need for frequent unscheduled breaks to lie down to manage his
pain; and excessive absences from work when his pain is severe.  His needs
would exceed employer tolerances in a competitive work environment.  I do
not believe further education or training would enhance his employability
significantly.

Conclusions:  Employment rates for individuals with disabilities have not
improved substantially since the implementation of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990 and its subsequent revisions.  In fact, the
unemployment gap between individuals with and without disabilities has
grown during recent periods of high employment.  Approaching advanced
age (50-54 years old) is also a factor which limits Mr. McDonald’s ability to
return to work.  An individual in his age category is considered unable to
adjust to sedentary or light work employment unless he has highly
marketable skills that will transfer to occupations within his residual functional
capacity.  Mr. McDonald does not have skills that are transferrable to
sedentary or light occupations.

ADJUDICATION

A. Whether the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act is constitutional.

As stated above, Claimant filed on August 26, 2013, a “Motion to Recuse and Notice

of Intent to Introduce Evidence at Hearing,” along with correspondence and numerous

attachments.  Therein, he argued, inter alia, that the provisions of the Arkansas Workers’

Compensation Act (the “Act”) that provide for the establishment of administrative law

judges are unconstitutional.
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The points raised in Claimant’s motion are identical to those considered and

rejected by the Arkansas Court of Appeals in Long v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 98 Ark. App.

70, 250 S.W.3d 263 (2007), pet. for rev. denied, No. O7-268 (Ark. May 3, 2007), and its

progeny.  Claimant has not sought to distinguish Long or to argue that it should be

modified or overruled.  Hence, the Act is constitutional, and Claimant’s motion is denied.

B. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment.

Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-508(a) (Repl. 2012) states that an employer

shall provide for an injured employee such medical treatment as may be necessary in

connection with the injury received by the employee.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Brown, 82

Ark. App. 600, 120 S.W.3d 153 (2003).  But employers are liable only for such treatment

and services as are deemed necessary for the treatment of the claimant’s injuries.

DeBoard v. Colson Co., 20 Ark. App. 166, 725 S.W.2d 857 (1987).  The claimant must

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that medical treatment is reasonable and

necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.  Brown, supra; Geo Specialty Chem.

v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13 S.W.3d 218 (2000).  The standard “preponderance of the

evidence” means the evidence having greater weight or convincing force.  Barre v.

Hoffman, 2009 Ark. 373, 326 S.W.3d 415 (citing Smith v. Magnet Cove Barium Corp., 212

Ark. 491, 206 S.W.2d 442 (1947)).  What constitutes reasonable and necessary medical

treatment is a question of fact for the Commission.  White Consolidated Indus. v. Galloway,

74 Ark. App. 13, 45 S.W.3d 396 (2001); Wackenhut Corp. v. Jones, 73 Ark. App. 158, 40

S.W.3d 333 (2001).
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The determination of a witness’ credibility and how much weight to accord to that

person’s testimony are solely up to the Commission.  White v. Gregg Agricultural Ent., 72

Ark. App. 309, 37 S.W.3d 649 (2001).  The Commission must sort through conflicting

evidence and determine the true facts.  Id.  In so doing, the Commission is not required to

believe the testimony of the claimant or any other witness, but may accept and translate

into findings of fact only those portions of the testimony that it deems worthy of belief.  Id.

In his testimony, Claimant made clear that the additional treatment he is seeking is

in the forms of (1) pain management and (2) coverage of his medications, which include

Gabapentin and Cymbalta.

As the Arkansas Court of Appeals has held, a claimant may be entitled to additional

treatment even after (as here) the healing period has ended, if said treatment is geared

toward management of the injury.  See Patchell v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 86 Ark. App. 230,

184 S.W.3d 31 (2004); Artex Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200, 649 S.W.2d

845 (1983).  Such services can include those for the purpose of diagnosing the nature and

extent of the compensable injury; reducing or alleviating symptoms resulting from the

compensable injury; maintaining the level of healing achieved; or preventing further

deterioration of the damage produced by the compensable injury.  Jordan v. Tyson Foods,

Inc., 51 Ark. App. 100, 911 S.W.2d 593 (1995); Artex, supra.

With respect to pain management, Claimant testified that he suffers from continuous

pain as a result of his compensable injuries, the surgical treatment therefor, and the

complications that resulted therefrom.  Browning corroborated this, stating that she

observes him to be in severe pain.  Dr. Cone testified that in his opinion, Claimant suffers
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from chronic pain, although he could not pinpoint what particular complications–such as

the removal of a portion of his ilioinguinal nerve–is causing it.  I credit this.  The

Commission is authorized to accept or reject a medical opinion and is authorized to

determine its medical soundness and probative value.  Poulan Weed Eater v. Marshall, 79

Ark. App. 129, 84 S.W.3d 878 (2002).  The doctor opined that pain management

“potentially that might be a big help” and “ought to be tried” here.  I credit this as well.

Claimant depends on Cymbalta and Gabapentin to help him cope with his condition.

Like pain management, I find that these medications are causally related to his

compensable injury and are reasonable and necessary.  He has proven by a

preponderance of the evidence that these drugs and pain management are reasonable

and necessary.

C. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional temporary total disability benefits.

As the parties stipulated, and the record reflects, the accident of July 15, 2005

caused Claimant to sustain a compensable injury to his abdomen.  This injury is

unscheduled.  Cf. Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-521 (Repl. 2012).  To the extent that his

stipulated groin injury relates to his right testicle, which was removed, it is a scheduled

injury.  Id. § 11-9-521(a)(17).  An employee who suffers a compensable unscheduled injury

is entitled to temporary total disability compensation for that period within the healing

period in which he has suffered a total incapacity to earn wages.  Ark. State Hwy. &

Transp. Dept. v. Breshears, 272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392 (1981).  The healing period

ends when the underlying condition causing the disability has become stable and nothing

further in the way of treatment will improve that condition.  Mad Butcher, Inc. v. Parker, 4
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Ark. App. 124, 628 S.W.2d 582 (1982).  An employee who suffers a compensable

scheduled injury is entitled to temporary total disability compensation “during the healing

period or until the employee returns to work, whichever occurs first . . . .”  Ark. Code Ann.

§ 11-9-521(a).  See Wheeler Const. Co. v. Armstrong, 73 Ark. App. 146, 41 S.W.3d 822

(2001). Also, a claimant must demonstrate that the disability lasted more than seven days.

Id. § 11-9-501(a)(1).  Claimant must prove his entitlement to temporary total disability

benefits by a preponderance of the evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-705(a)(3) (Repl.

2012).

The parties have stipulated that Claimant last worked on July 18, 2005–three days

after his compensable hernia injury.  In his deposition, Dr. Cone opined that Claimant was

unable to work from then until he reached the end of his healing period.  I credit this.  He

opined that Claimant reached maximum medical improvement on October 15, 2011.  This

formed the basis of the stipulation concerning the end of Claimant’s healing period that I

have accepted.  Thus, at first blush, it appears that he is entitled to temporary total

disability benefits from July 19, 2005 until October 15, 2011.

I recognize that Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-523(a) (Repl. 2012) provides:

In every case of hernia, it shall be the duty of the employer forthwith to
provide the necessary and proper medical, surgical, and hospital care and
attention to effectuate a cure by radical operation of the hernia, to pay all
reasonable expenses in connection therewith, and in addition, to pay
compensation not exceeding a period of twenty-six (26) weeks.

(Emphasis added)  But that provision does not operate to cap Claimant’s indemnity

benefits.  As the parties have stipulated, Claimant has suffered compensable injuries to

both his abdomen and groin.  He initially suffered an inguinal hernia, but it did not end
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there.  As the result of his multiple surgeries, he has suffered serious, permanent complications.

In Carroll Gen. Hosp. v. Green, 54 Ark. App. 102, 923 S.W.2d 878 (1996), the

Arkansas Court of Appeals dealt with a case involving a claimant who suffered a

compensable hernia and underwent surgery as a result.  But as a consequence of the

procedure, he suffered an entrapped nerve.  In upholding the Full Commission’s award of

temporary total disability benefits in excess of the 26-week cap, the Court of Appeals wrote

that because the medical evidence showed that the entrapped nerve, not the hernia, that

was causing the claimant’s disability and inability to work, the cap did not apply.

I find that Green controls here.  The evidence shows that since Claimant’s first

surgery, which took place on July 28, 2005, he has been dealing complications as a result

of it.  Granted, that first surgery was to correct a right inguinal hernia, while the second, by

Dr. Green on March 14, 2006, was to, inter alia, repair an umbilical hernia.  To the extent

that this was a separate, distinct, hernia, the 26-week period restarted.  Moreover, as the

surgical notes reflected, the operation was also relieve an entrapped ilioinguinal nerve–a

clear complication from the first surgery that continues to impact Claimant.  In sum,

Claimant is not limited to 26–or even 52–weeks of benefits here.  He has proven by a

preponderance of the evidence that he has suffered a total incapacity to earn wages from

July 19, 2005 until October 15, 2011, and that he is entitled to temporary total disability

benefits during this period.
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D. Whether Claimant is entitled to an impairment rating(s) and permanent partial
disability benefits pursuant thereto.

Claimant has asserted that in additional to the impairment rating that he received

in connection with the amputation of his testicle, he is entitled to other impairment ratings

as a consequence of his compensable injuries.

Permanent impairment, generally a medical condition, is any permanent functional

or anatomical loss remaining after the healing period has been reached.  Ouachita Marine

v. Morrison, 246 Ark. 882, 440 S.W.2d 216 (1969).  Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

522(g) (Repl. 2012), the Commission adopted the AMA Guides as an impairment rating

guide.  See AWCC R. 099.34.  A determination of the existence or extent of physical

impairment must be supported by objective and measurable physical or mental findings.

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704(c)(1)(B) (Repl. 2012)(“Objective findings” are “those findings

which cannot come under the voluntary control of the patient.”  Id. § 11-9-102(16)(A)(1)).

Permanent benefits are to be awarded only following a determination that the compensable

injury is the major cause of the disability or impairment.  Id. § 11-9-102(F)(ii).  “Major

cause” is defined as “more than fifty percent (50%) of the cause,” and a finding of major

cause must be established by a preponderance of the evidence.  Id. § 11-9-102(14).  Any

medical opinion must be stated within a reasonable degree of medical certainty.  Id. §

11-9-102(16).

During his deposition, as set out above, Dr. Cone was asked about whether

Claimant’s condition warranted any ratings under the AMA Guides.  But he was shown only

pages 247 and 248 of Guides, which deal only with hernias.  Cone responded that he

could not assign a rating under this because to his knowledge, Claimant no longer had a
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hernia.  I credit this.  The doctor testified that “[w]hat [Claimant] has is pain.”  But § 11-9-

522(g) provides that “[t]he guide shall not include pain as a basis for impairment.

In looking at the Guides, I can find no basis to assign any rating other than what he

already received for the removal of the testicle.  Of course, an impairment rating is not

required in order for a Claimant to prove that he is entitled to permanent total disability

benefits.  See Rutherford v. Mid-Delta Comm. Svcs., Inc., 102 Ark. App. 317, 248 (2008).

E. Whether Claimant is permanently and totally disabled.

Such is the case here; Claimant has contended that as a result of his compensable

injuries, he is permanently and totally disabled.  In the alternative, he has asserted

entitlement to wage loss disability benefits.

As the parties stipulated, and the record reflects, he has suffered both scheduled

and unscheduled compensable injuries as a result of the work-related incident of July 15,

2005.  The term “permanent total disability” is defined in the statute as “inability, because

of compensable injury or occupational disease, to earn any meaningful wages in the same

or other employment.”  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-519(e)(1) (Repl. 2012).

Claimant’s entitlement to wage loss disability benefits is controlled by § 11-9-

522(b)(1) (Repl. 2012), which states:

In considering claims for permanent partial disability benefits in excess of the
employee’s percentage of permanent physical impairment, the Workers’
Compensation Commission may take into account, in addition to the
percentage of permanent physical impairment, such factors as the
employee’s age, education, work experience, and other matters reasonably
expected to affect his or her future earning capacity.

See Curry v. Franklin Elec., 32 Ark. App. 168, 798 S.W.2d 130 (1990).  Such “other

matters” include motivation, post-injury income, credibility, demeanor, and a multitude of
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other factors.  Id.; Glass v. Edens, 233 Ark. 786, 346 S.W.2d 685 (1961).  As the Arkansas

Court of Appeals noted in Hixon v. Baptist Health, 2010 Ark. App. 413, 375 S.W.3d 690,

“there is no exact formula for determining wage loss . . . .”  Pursuant to § 11-9-522(b)(1),

when a claimant has been assigned an impairment rating to the body as a whole, the

Commission possesses the authority to increase the rating, and it can find a claimant

totally and permanently disabled based upon wage-loss factors.  Cross v. Crawford County

Memorial Hosp., 54 Ark. App. 130, 923 S.W.2d 886 (1996).

To be entitled to any wage-loss disability in excess of an impairment rating, the

claimant must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he sustained permanent

physical impairment as a result of a compensable injury.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Connell,

340 Ark. 475, 10 S.W.3d 727 (2000).  The wage loss factor is the extent to which a

compensable injury has affected the claimant’s ability to earn a livelihood.  Emerson Elec.

v. Gaston, 75 Ark. App. 232, 58 S.W.3d 848 (2001).  In considering factors that may

impact a claimant’s future earning capacity, the Commission considers his motivation to

return to work, because a lack of interest or a negative attitude impedes the assessment

of his loss of earning capacity.  Id.  The Commission may use its own superior knowledge

of industrial demands, limitations, and requirements in conjunction with the evidence to

determine wage-loss disability.  Oller v. Champion Parts Rebuilders, 5 Ark. App. 307, 635

S.W.2d 276 (1982).  Finally, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(F)(ii) (Repl. 2012) provides:

(a) Permanent benefits shall be awarded only upon a determination that the
compensable injury was the major cause of the disability or impairment.

(b) If any compensable injury combines with a preexisting disease or
condition or the natural process of aging to cause or prolong disability or a
need for treatment, permanent benefits shall be payable for the resultant
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condition only if the compensable injury is the major cause of the permanent
disability or need for treatment.

“Major cause” is more than fifty percent (50%) of the cause, and has to be established by

a preponderance fo the evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(14) (Repl. 2012).

“Disability” is the “incapacity because of compensable injury to earn, in the same or any

other employment, the wages which the employee was receiving at the time of the

compensable injury.”  Id. § 11-9-102(8).

As was the case with Claimant’s quest for temporary total disability benefits,

addressed above, the 26-week cap on indemnity benefits set out in § 11-9-523(b)(1) is not

a barrier to his seeking permanent total disability benefits.  In fact, this case is on all fours

with Adams v. Tyson Foods, 1995 AWCC 169, Claim No. E211064 (Full Commission

Opinion filed August 18, 1995), aff’d, 55 Ark. App. xxiii (1996)(unpublished).  In Adams, the

claimant suffered a compensable hernia.  But “after the surgery he began to experience

severe problems which were substantially different from the problems he experienced prior

to the surgery.”  Id.  A second, exploratory procedure revealed that his ilioinguinal nerve

was encircled by a surgical staple, and that three other staples had pierced the surrounding

muscle tissue.  The claimant continued to have severe problems, and as a result, a third

surgery took place.  The surgeon wrote that “the mesh previously used was ‘stapled in

such a manner to be stapled to things that probably it should not have been stapled to,

and, basically, resulted in having a recurrent hernia.’”  Id.  However, the claimant following

this operation continued to have serious problems.  Id.  The Full Commission wrote:

Initially, we find that Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-523 (1987) does not bar an
award of permanent and total disability compensation in this claim.  In this
regard, the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Law provides a special section
for the compensation of employees who sustain work-related hernias.  Ark.
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Code Ann. § 11-9-523 (1987); see also, Jobe v. Capitol Products Corp., 230
Ark. 1, 320 S.W.634 (1959); Rash v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 18 Ark.
App.. 248, 715 S.W.2d 449 (1986); Tibbs v. Dixie Bearings, Inc., 9 Ark. App.
150, 654 S.W.2d 588 (1983).  Consequently, the compensation payable for
a work-related hernia is limited to that provided in the statute.  Id.  This
limitation is applicable even where the employee sustains a hernia which is
worse in severity than that sustained by most individuals.  Id.

However, in the present claim, the evidence establishes that the claimant
has recovered from the hernia and that his problems are the consequence
of injuries to his body caused by the operations performed to repair the
hernia.  In a recent opinion, this Commission found that the limitations of Ark.
Code Ann. § 11-9-523 are not applicable to complications which are a
consequence of the occurrence of the hernia but which are separate and
distinct from the hernia itself.  Bobby Green v. Carroll General Hospital, Full
Workers’ Compensation Commission, opinion filed July 10, 1995 (Claim No.
E210541) [affirmed in Green, supra].  In Green, we found that the claimant’s
problems were caused by nerve entrapment which was separate and distinct
from the hernia itself, and we found that the claimant was entitled to
temporary total disability compensation in excess of the 26 weeks of
compensation provided for [under] Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-523.

. . .

Consequently, while the compensation payable for disability resulting directly
from a hernia is limited to the compensation provided in the statute, the
statute is not applicable to complications which are a consequence of the
occurrence of the hernia but which are separate and distinct from the hernia
itself.  Therefore, while the resulting disability is a consequence of the
occurrence of the hernia, it is separate and distinct from the hernia itself . .
. we find that the limitations of Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-523 are not applicable
to complications which are a consequence of the occurrence of the hernia
but which are separate and distinct from the hernia itself.  Therefore, we find
that the statute does not limit the claimant’s entitlement to compensation for
permanent and total disability.

Thus, Claimant may seek permanent and total disability benefits herein.

My analysis of the evidence bearing upon this issue reflects that Claimant is 51

years old, has a GED, and attended college but did not obtain his Associate of Arts degree.

He has extensive experience as an automobile mechanic, and has built computers.  He

worked for Respondent Micro Plastics for around three months before becoming injured
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on July 15, 2005.  There, he worked in shipping and receiving and had to lift up to 100

pounds.  As the result of a work-related incident on the above date, he suffered a

compensable injury in the form of an inguinal hernia.  Thereafter, he underwent a series

of five surgeries.  Claimant did not reach the end of his healing period until October 15,

2011–six years, three months after his original injury.  In the interim, he dealt with

complications such as the entrapment of the ilioinguinal nerve, which ultimately led to

surgical removal of a section of it; loss of adequate blood supply to his right testicle, which

ultimately led to its removal as well; and mesh that did not remain in place and had to be

repaired again and again, ultimately leading to the deteriorated condition of Claimant’s

groin–described by Dr. Cone as “used up.”  I credit his assessment.

According to Claimant, whom I also credit, his physical problems have not been

fixed.  He still has stabbing pain in his side, and lifting, bending and twisting movements

can trigger it.  Such activities include repetitive tasks like vacuuming.  His pain averages

6/10 to 7/10; and even on a “good” day–of which he estimated he only has around 10 a

month–his pain is 4/10.  Because of this extreme discomfort, his hands and legs weaken

and he is unable to perform detailed tasks such as building computers.  Claimant’s physical

problems also prevent a return to automobile repair or jobs such as the one he held at

Micro Plastics.  He is unable to sit or stand in excess of an hour before needed a lengthy

break.  Browning, his friend, corroborated his testimony concerning the problems he

experiences.  Even extensive driving can cause him to be down for two to three days.

Showering is such a perilous task, because of its potential to trigger his symptoms, that he

has to take one well in advance of such events as a doctor’s appointment.
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Similarly, Dr. Cone confirmed that he believes that Claimant is in chronic pain as a

result of his work-related condition.  This, he believes, will continue.  I credit this also.  In

his deposition, Cone testified that while he “anticipate[d] some further improvement” in

Claimant’s condition after he last saw him on September 15, 2011, he hastened to add that

he did not know how much improvement would take place.  This was the last medical

record in evidence, and I find that the evidence preponderates that no significant

improvement occurred thereafter.  I credit Cone’s opinion that if further improvement did

not take place, Claimant would not be able to work–even in a Sedentary capacity.  This is

supported by Moore’s vocational evaluation, which took place about six months before he

reached the end of his healing period.

I recognize that Claimant underwent an FCE on April 15, 2007 that evidently

reflected that he could perform work in the Light classification.  But this is entitled to no

probative weight here.  The evaluation took place exactly four and one-half years before

Claimant reached the end of his healing period and–perhaps even more importantly–prior

to his undergoing three additional surgeries.

Claimant presented to me as someone in a great deal of pain and who has difficulty

even performing activities of daily living.  I do not find that he is motivated to return to the

workforce.  However, in this instance it does not prevent me from finding that, based on

my assessment of the evidence, that he is unable to do so in any capacity whatsoever.  In

sum, I find that Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he is

permanently and totally disabled.  See Adams, supra.  In so doing, I find that Claimant’s

compensable injuries are the major cause of his disability.
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F. Whether Claimant is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.

One of the purposes of the attorney's fee statute is to put the economic burden of

litigation on the party who makes litigation necessary.  Brass v. Weller, 23 Ark. App. 193,

745 S.W.2d 647 (1998).  As the parties have stipulated, and I have accepted,

Respondents No. 1 have controverted Claimant’s entitlement to any additional indemnity

benefits–including temporary total and permanent total disability benefits.  Respondent No.

2 did not controvert these. His counsel is thus entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee, to

be paid by Respondents No. 1, on all indemnity benefits awarded herein pursuant to Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 2012).  See Goodwin v. Phillips Petroleum Co., 72 Ark. App.

302, 37 S.W.3d 644 (2001).

CONCLUSION AND AWARD

Respondents are directed to pay benefits in accordance with the findings of fact and

conclusions of law set forth above.  All accrued sums shall be paid in a lump sum without

discount, and this award shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid, pursuant to Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-809 (Repl. 2012).  See Couch v. First State Bank of Newport, 49 Ark.

App. 102, 898 S.W.2d 57 (1995).

Claimant’s attorney is entitled to a 25 percent (25%) attorney’s fee awarded herein,

one-half of which is to be paid by Claimant and one-half to be paid by Respondents No.

1 in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 2012).  See Death & Permanent

Total Disability Trust Fund v. Brewer, 76 Ark. App. 348, 65 S.W.3d 463 (2002).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

________________________________
Hon. O. Milton Fine II
Administrative Law Judge


